Abstract -In this paper we address the problem of fusing images from many video cameras or a moving video camera. The captured images have obvious motion parallax, but they will be aligned and integrated into a few mosaics with a large field-of-view (FOV) that preserve 3D information. We have developed a compact geometric representation that can re-organize the original perspective images into a set of parallel projections with different oblique viewing angles. In addition to providing a wide field of view, mosaics with various oblique views well represent occlusion regions that cannot be seen in a usual nadir view. Stereo pair(s) can be formed from a pair of mosaics with different oblique viewing angles and thus image-based 3D viewing can be achieved. This representation can be used as both an advanced video interface and a pre-processing step for 3D reconstruction. A ray interpolation approach for generating the parallel-projection mosaics is presented, and efficient 3D scene/object rendering based on multiple parallel-projection mosaics is discussed. Several real-world examples are provided, with applications ranging from aerial video surveillance/environmental monitoring, ground mobile robot navigation, to under-vehicle inspection.
I. INTRODUCTION
This paper presents a novel approach for fusing images from many spatially distributed video cameras (or a moving video camera) into a few mosaiced images that preserve 3D information. In both cases, a virtual 2D array of cameras with field-of-view (FOV) overlaps is formed to generate complete coverage of a scene (or an object). The proposed mosaic representation has been applied to a variety of applications, including airborne video for environmental monitoring and urban surveillance, ground mobile robot navigation, and under-vehicle inspection (Fig. 1 ). These applications represent very different imaging scenarios, from far-range through extreme close-range. We will show that the same approach can be applied to all these cases. A mosaic representation with a single viewpoint is not appropriate for representing a 3D scene captured by a translating camera, due to the well-known problems of occlusion as illustrated in Fig. 2a . A 2D panoramic mosaic of a 3D scene generated from video from a translating camera has the geometry of multiple viewpoints [1, 2] , but it only preserves information from a single viewing direction. An example is shown in Fig. 2b with parallel projection in the direction of the drawing (i.e. in the plane of the page) and perspective projection in the orthogonal direction (i.e. into the page). Three-dimensional (3D) structure and surface information from other viewing directions of the original video is lost in such a representation. A digital elevation map (DEM) generated from using traditional aerial photogrammetry consists of a sampled array of elevations (depths) for a number of ground positions at regularly spaced intervals [3] . Even though 3D and texture data can be represented, a DEM generated from such a scenario usually only has a nadir viewing direction (as in Fig. 2b , with parallel projections in both directions), hence the surfaces from other viewing directions cannot be represented. However, in some applications such as surveillance and security inspection, a scene or an object (e.g. a vehicle) needs to be observed from many viewing directions to reveal hidden anomalies (see Section VI.C for an example). Stereo panoramas [4, 5] have been presented as a mechanism for obtaining the "best" 3D information from an off-center rotating camera. In the case of a translating camera, various layered representations [6] [7] [8] have been proposed to represent both 3D information and occlusions, but such representations need 3D
reconstructions. . illustrates the observation that many viewing directions are already included in each of the original camera views . This property has been noted and used before, for example in the X-slit mosaics with non-parallel rays [9] for image-based rendering. In this paper we propose a representation that can re-organize the original perspective images into a set of parallel projections with different oblique viewing angles (in both the x and the y directions of the 2D images I (x, y)). Representations with parallel projections are efficient since only a few 2D image are needed. They are also effective in recovering the 3D structure of the scene in view using the optimal parallel stereo geometry [10] [11] [12] . Mosaics with 2D
oblique parallel projections are a unified representation for our previous work on parallel-perspective stereo mosaics [11, 12] and multi-camera mosaics [13, 14] . Such representations provide a wide field of view, optimal 3D information for stereo viewing and reconstruction, and the capability to represent occlusions. Fig. 2 (from b to d) shows three oblique views where all the surfaces can be represented with the combination of the three views. In practice, more views may be needed for both 3D reconstruction and 3D viewing. This paper will focus on mosaic representation and our approach for mosaic-based rendering of 3D
scenes, but other research issues, such as mosaic generation and 3D reconstruction will also be briefly mentioned. Therefore, the rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II will briefly introduce mosaic representations with 2D oblique parallel projection and their inherent properties. In Section III, we will present several practical cases where 2D parallel-projection mosaics can be generated, and discuss related research issues in generating and using the parallel mosaics. In Section IV, we will present a general ray interpolation approach for parallel-project mosaic generation. This section will also discuss some practical issues in generating the mosaics. An efficient mosaic-based 3D rendering method will be presented in Section V. Experimental results are given in Section VI for three important applicationsaerial video surveillance, ground mobile robot navigation, and under vehicle inspection. Section VII is a brief summary.
II. 2D OBLIQUE PARALLEL PROJECTION
A normal perspective camera has a single viewpoint, which means all the light rays pass through a common nodal point. On the other hand, in orthogonal images with parallel projections in both the x and y directions, all the rays are parallel to each other. Imagining that we have a sensor with parallel projections, we could turn the sensor to capture images with different oblique angles (including both nadir and oblique angles) in both the x and y directions. Thus we can create many pairs of parallel stereo images, each with two different oblique angles, and can observe surfaces occluded in a nadir view. where β 1 and β 2 are the angles of the two viewing directions, respectively, and B is the adaptive baseline between the two viewpoints. This adaptive baseline information is recorded in a pair of stereo mosaics with these two angles, and is proportional to the displacement of the corresponding image projections of the point P. The baseline is adaptive since a large depth will have a larger baseline given the two angles than a smaller depth. It has been shown by others [10] and by us [11, 12] that parallel stereo is superior to both conventional perspective stereo and to the recently developed multi-perspective stereo with concentric mosaics for 3D reconstruction (e.g., in [5] ). The adaptive baseline inherent in the parallelperspective geometry permits depth accuracy independent of absolute depth in theory [10, 11] . This result can be easily obtained from Eq. (1) since depth Z is proportional to the adaptive baseline B and therefore to the recorded visual displacement of the corresponding pair in the two mosaics. In practice, the depth accuracy is a linear function of depth in stereo mosaics generated from perspective image sequences [12] , due to the ray interpolation process that will be discussed in Section IV. However, this is still better than perspective stereo or concentric stereo. In contrast, the depth error of perspective stereo and concentric stereo is proportional to the square of depth. We can make two extensions to this 1D case of parallel stereo. First, we can select various oblique angles (other than just two) for constructing multiple parallel projections. By doing so we can observe various degrees of occlusions and can construct stereo pairs with different depth resolution via the selection of different pairs of oblique angles. Second, the 1D parallel projection can be extended to 2D (Fig. 4) , obtaining a mosaiced image that has a nadir view (Fig. 4a) , oblique angle(s) only in one direction ( Fig. 4b and c) or oblique angles in both the x and the y directions (Fig. 4d ).
III. PRACTICAL SCENARIOS AND RESEARCH ISSUES
It is impractical to use a single sensor to capture orthogonal images with full parallel projections in both x and y dimensions for a large-scale scene, and with various oblique directions. However, there are at least three practical ways of generating images with oblique parallel projections using existing sensors: a 2D sensor array of many spatially distributed cameras (Fig. 5a ), a "scanner" with a 1D array of cameras ( Fig. 5b) , and a single perspective camera that moves in 2D (Fig. 5c ).
With a 2D array of many perspective cameras ( Fig. 5a ), we first assume that the optical axes of all the cameras point in the same directions (into the paper in Fig 3a) , and the viewpoints of all cameras are on a single plane perpendicular to their optical axes. Then the perspective images can be organized into mosaiced images with any oblique viewing angles by extracting rays from the original perspective images with the same viewing directions, one ray from each image. If the camera array is dense enough, then densely mosaiced images can be generated. If only a 1D linear array of perspective cameras is available (Fig. 5b) , the camera array can be 'scanned' over the scene to synthesize a virtual 2D camera array. Then stereo mosaic pairs with oblique parallel projections in both directions can still be generated, given that we can accurately control or estimate the translation of the camera array. We have actually used this approach in an Under Vehicle Inspection System (UVIS: Section VI.C) [13, 14, 18] .
Even just a single camera is used, we can still generate a 2D virtual bed of cameras by moving the camera in two dimensions, along a "2D scan" path as shown in Fig. 5c . This is the case for aerial video mosaics [11, 12, 15, 20] where a single camera is mounted on a light aircraft flying over an area (Section VI.A).
In real applications where parallel-projection mosaics must be generated, there are two challenging research issues. The first problem is camera orientation estimation (calibration). In our previous study on an aerial video application, we used external orientation instruments, i.e., GPS, INS and a laser profiler, to ease the problem of camera orientation estimation [11, 12, 20] . In the case of under-vehicle inspection using a 1D array of cameras [13] , relative relations among cameras can be obtained by an offline camera calibration procedure. However, the motion of the cameras or vehicles should be estimated through image matching. In applications of 3D rendering where accurate 3D estimation is not the main issue, an imagebased camera-motion estimation method [11] is used to get an approximation of the camera orientation parameters, i.e., the affine transformation parameters. In this paper, we assume that the extrinsic and intrinsic camera parameters are known at each camera location so that parallel-projection mosaics can be generated.
The second problem is to generate dense parallel mosaics with a sparse, uneven, camera array, and for a complicated 3D scene. To solve this problem, a Parallel Ray Interpolation for Stereo Mosaics (PRISM) approach was proposed in [11] . While the PRISM algorithm was originally designed to generate parallelperspective stereo mosaics (parallel projection in one direction and perspective projection in the other), the core idea of ray interpolation can be used for generating a mosaic with full parallel projection at any oblique angle. This will be discussed in the next section.
In summary, in the stereo mosaic approach for large-scale 3D scene modeling and rendering, the computation is efficiently distributed in three steps ( Fig. 6 ): camera pose estimation via the external measurement units, image mosaicing via ray interpolation, and 3D reconstruction from a pair of stereo mosaics [11, 12, 15] or 3D rendering with multi-view mosaics [17] . In estimating camera poses (for image rectification), only sparse tie points widely distributed in the two images are needed for performing bundle adjustments [21] . In generating dense parallel rays in stereo mosaics, local matches are only performed for parallel-perspective rays between small overlapping regions of successive frames (Section IV). In using stereo mosaics for 3D recovery, matches are only carried out between the two final mosaics;
for 3D viewing, only mosaic selection and viewing window cropping are needed. Mosaic-based 3D
viewing will be discussed in Section V.
Step 1. Orientation Estimation (calibration, geo-location, bundle)
Step 2. Stereo Mosaicing (matching, ray interpolation)
Step 3. 3D Recovery/Viewing (stereo, motion, rendering)
Fig. 6. Three step approach for generating and using parallel-projection mosaics.
IV. PRISM: VIDEO MOSAICING ALGORITHM
This section discusses the generalized Parallel Ray Interpolation for Stereo Mosaics (PRISM) approach to generating dense parallel mosaics with a sparse, uneven, camera array, and for a complicated 3D scene. Fig. 7 shows how the PRISM algorithm works for 1D images. The 1D camera has two axes -the optical axis (Z) and the X-axis. Given the known camera orientation at each camera location, one ray with a given oblique angle β can be chosen from the image at each camera location to contribute to the parallel mosaic with this oblique angle β. The oblique angle is defined against the direction perpendicular to the mosaicing direction, which is the dominant direction of the camera path (Fig. 7) . But the problem is that the "mosaiced" image constructed from only those existing rays will be sparse and uneven since the camera arrays are usually not regular and very dense. Therefore interpolated parallel rays between a pair of existing parallel rays (from two neighboring images) are generated by performing local matching between these two images. The assumption is that we can find at least two images to generate the parallel ray. Such an interpolated ray is shown in Fig 4, where Ray I is interpolated from Image A and Image B.
One interesting property of the parallel mosaics is that all the (virtual) viewpoints are at infinity. Therefore, even if the original camera path has large deviation in the direction perpendicular to the mosaicing direction, we can still generate full parallel mosaics. However, note that in practice, too large a deviation in the perpendicular direction will result in a captured image sequence with rather different spatial resolutions of the scene, hence the resulting mosaics will have varying spatial quality via ray interpolation.
The extension of this approach to 2D images is straightforward, and a region triangulation strategy similar to that in [11] can be applied here to deal with 2D cases. In principle, we need to match all the points between the two overlapping slices of the successive frames to generate a complete parallelperspective mosaic. In an effort to reduce the computational complexity, a fast PRISM algorithm [11] based on the proposed PRISM method has been developed. It only requires matches between a set of point pairs in two successive images; the rest of the points are generated by warping a set of triangulated regions defined by the control points in each of the two images. The proposed fast PRISM algorithm can be easily extended to use more feature points (thus smaller triangles) in the overlapping slices so that each triangle really covers a planar patch or a patch that is visually indistinguishable from a planar patch, or to perform pixel-wise dense matches to achieve true parallel-perspective geometry.
One important issue here is the selection of neighborhood images for ray interpolation. For example, with a 1D scan sequence of a single camera, it is hard to generate full parallel projection in the other direction (i.e., the Y direction), which is perpendicular to the motion of the camera, since the interpolated parallel rays far off the center of the images in the y direction have to use rays with rather different oblique angles in the original perspective images. Fig. 8 shows mosaic results from an aerial video sequence of a cultural scene, with a 1D scan of a single camera. Note that parallel-perspective mosaics are generated in this example, due to the aforementioned problem. Here we want to show the effectiveness of the PRISM algorithm. A few frames of this 1000+-frame sequence are shown in Fig. 8a . In order to save matching time, every 10 th frame is used for generating the parallel-perspective mosaics. Please compare the results of parallel-perspective mosaicing via the PRISM approach [11] vs. 2D mosaicing using a similar approach (manifold mosaicing [2] ), by looking along the many building boundaries (associated with depth changes) in the complete 4448x1616 set of mosaics at our web site [15] . Since it is hard to see subtle errors in the 2D mosaics of the size of Fig. 8a, Fig. 8b and Fig. 8c show close-up windows of the 2D and 3D mosaics for the same portion of the scene with the tall Campus Center building. In Fig. 8b the multi-perspective mosaic via 2D mosaicing has obvious seams along the stitching boundaries between two frames. It can be observed by looking at the region indicated by circles where some fine structures (parts of a white blob and two rectangles) are missing due to misalignments. As expected, the parallel-perspective mosaic constructed using 3D mosaicing (Fig. 8c) does not exhibit these problems.
Seams due to misalignment Seamless after local match d c b
The mosaic (b) is the left mosaic generated from a sub-sampled "sparse" image sequence (every 10 frames of total 1000 frames, a few showing in (a)) using the proposed PRISM algorithm. The bottom two zoom sub-images show how PRISM deals with large motion parallax of a tall building: (c) 2D mosaic result with obvious seams (d) 3D mosaic result without seam using PRISM. First, for 3D recovery, matches are only performed on a pair of mosaics, not on individual video frames.
The stereo mosaic method also solves the baseline versus field-of-view (FOV) dilemma efficiently by extending the FOV in the directions of mosaicing. More importantly, the parallel stereo mosaics have optimal/adaptive baselines for all the points, which leads to uniform depth resolution in theory and linear depth resolution in practice. For 3D reconstruction, epipolar geometry is rather simple due to the full parallel projections in the mosaic pair. We will present an example of 3D reconstruction of forest scenes in Section VI; methods and results on 3D reconstruction of urban scenes can be found in [19] .
Fig. 9. 3D rendering based on multi-view parallel-projection mosaics.
Second, a human can perceive the 3D scene from a pair of mosaics with different oblique angles (e.g., using polarized glasses) without any 3D recovery. If we have mosaics with various oblique angles in both the x and the y direction, a virtual fly/walk-through can be generated by a simple procedure of selecting different pairs of mosaics, cropping corresponding windows, and performing 2D image rotation and scaling. Fig. 9 shows the basic concept of mosaic-based rendering. Each grid represents an oblique viewing direction (please also refer to Fig. 2) . Translation, rotation and zoom of the virtual camera can be simulated as the following simple operations:
(1) Translation in the xy plane can be simulated by shifting the current displayed mosaic pair, due to the multiple-viewpoint property of the parallel-projection mosaics.
(2) Rotations around the X and the Y axes can be simulated by selecting different pairs of mosaics with different oblique angles. In Fig. 9 , the pair (L 1a , R 1a ) gives a user a stereo view with the effect of "panning" to the left, the pair (L 1b , R 1b ) gives a stereo view with the effect of looking down (into the paper), while the pair (L 1c , R 1c ) gives a stereo view with the effect of panning to the right, all with a zero α-oblique angle. The pair (L 2 , R 2 ) gives a stereo view having both α-and β-oblique angles, thus allowing the user to perform both panning and tilting.
(3) Rotation (with angle γ) around the optical axis Z only requires selection of an appropriate pair of mosaics followed by rotation of this pair of mosaics in their image planes by angle γ. In Fig. 9 , selecting the pair (L 3 , R 3 ) gives a stereo view with the effect of rotating the camera 90 degrees (γ=90), and turning to the right, whereas the pair (L 4 , R 4 ) gives a stereo view with the effect of rotating the camera 45 degrees (γ=45) and turning the camera's head to the right as well. (4) The visual disparities can also be controlled by changing the selected angles between the two mosaics for stereo viewing. In another words, if two images close together are selected ('close' in the sense of Fig. 9 ), the visual disparities will be smaller; otherwise they will be larger. This is useful when viewing 3D scenes with varying ranges. In a virtual fly-/walk-through, the number of mosaics and the switching between different pairs should allow smooth viewing changes. Rendering results based on real mosaics will be shown in the next section. Here we want to point out due the to nature of the parallel-projection of each mosaiced image, the 3D visual effect is different from the usual perspective stereo viewing: usually exaggerated 3D effects will be observed. However, the mosaic-based rendering approach, almost without any computation, provides 3D information, occlusions, virtual translation and rotation of the cameras. In fact, independently moving objects can also represented and visualized in this approach. The discussion of dynamic aspect of the stereo mosaics can be found in [19] .
VI. EXPERIMENTAL EXAMPLES
The proposed mosaic representation has been applied to a variety of applications, including (1) airborne video for environmental monitoring and urban surveillance; (2) ground mobile robot navigation; and (3) under-vehicle inspection. In this section, we will mainly show 3D rendering results with multi-view parallel (perspective) mosaics in these three scenarios. These applications represent very different imaging scenarios, including far-range, medium-range and extreme close-range imaging. We will show that the same approach can be applied to all these three cases.
A. Video Mosaics from Aerial Video
In theory, with a camera on an airplane undergoing an ideal 1D translation and a nadir view direction, two spatio-temporal images can be generated by extracting two rows of pixels at the front and rear edges of each frame perpendicular to the direction of motion (Fig. 10) . The mosaic images thus generated are parallel-perspective, with parallel projection in the motion direction and perspective projection in the other. In addition, these mosaics are obtained from two different oblique viewing angles of a single camera's field of view, so that a stereo pair of left and right mosaics captures the inherent 3D information.
Note that we do not generate parallel projection in the y direction for this 1D scan case due to the difficulty mentioned in Section IV.
In our aerial video environmental monitoring application, a single camera is mounted in a small aircraft undergoing 6 DOF motion, together with a GPS, INS and laser profiler to measure the moving camera locations and the distance to the terrain [11, 12] . Given the acquired data, seamless stereo parallelperspective video mosaic strips can be generated from the image sequences with a 1D scan path, but with a rather general motion model, using the proposed parallel ray interpolation for stereo mosaicing (PRISM) approach [11] . A real-world example of video mosaicing using the PRISM approach was shown in Fig. 8 . As another example, Fig. 11 shows stereo mosaics (with two β-oblique angles) generated from a telephoto camera and 3D recovery for a forest scene in Amazon rain forest. The average height of the airplane is H = 385 m (i.e., about 1000 feet), and the distance between the two slit windows is selected as d x = 160 pixels (in the x direction) with images of 720 (x) * 480 (y) pixels. The image resolution is about 7.65 pixels/meter. The depth map (Fig. 11c ) generated from the stereo mosaics (Fig. 11 a and b) was obtained by using a hierarchical sub-pixel dense correlation method [16] . The range of depth variations of the forest scene (from a stereo fixation plane) is from -24.0 m (tree canopy) to 24.0 m (the ground). Even before any 3D recovery, a human observer can perceive the 3D scene from the stereo pair using a pair of red/blue stereo glasses (Fig. 11d) . Multiple oblique parallel-perspective mosaics (Fig. 12 ) generated in a similar way can be used for image-based rendering as discussed in Section V. In the case of these parallel-perspective mosaics with only β-oblique angles, only translation in the X and Y directions, rotation around the Y axis, and camera zoom can be performed, but a very effective 3D virtual fly-through can be generated. A mosaic-based flythrough demo may be found at [17] , which uses 9 oblique mosaics generated from a real video sequence of the UMass campus. This result shows motion parallax, occlusion and also moving objects in multiple parallel-perspective mosaics; a few snapshots are shown in Fig. 12 to illustrate these effects. We note that the rendering shows a parallel-perspective rather than a true perspective perception. A true perspective fly-through will be enabled by 3D reconstruction from the multiple mosaics.
B. Video Mosaics for mobile robot application
The same approach has also been applied to ground mobile robot applications where the ranges of the roadside scenes to the camera on a mobile robot is from tens feet (indoor) to hundreds feet (outdoor). The road-side parallel (-perspective) stereo mosaics can be used for human-robot interaction in robot navigation. For this example, eleven (11) mosaics are generated. The video clip of a virtual walk-through using these 11 mosaics can be found at [22] . Fig. 15 shows a few snapshots extracted from the video clip at two camera locations, one viewing the connection between two book shelves (the 1 st row), and the other viewing one end of a cabinet (the 2 nd row). In this example, the 3D and occlusion effects are dramatic.
C. Video Mosaics for Under-Vehicle Inspection
As one of the real applications of full parallel stereo mosaics, an approximate version of mosaics with full parallel projections has been generated from a virtual bed of 2D camera arrays by driving a car over a 1D array of cameras in an under-vehicle inspection system (UVIS) [13, 14, 18] . UVIS is a system designed for security checkpoints such as those at borders, embassies, large sporting events, etc. It is an example of generating mosaics from very short-range video; a 2D virtual array of camera is necessary for full coverage of the vehicle undercarriage.
1D camera array inside: In the case of the 1D camera array, the fixed cameras were pre-calibrated and the geometric and photometric distortions of these wide FOV cameras were corrected. However challenges remain since (1) the distance between cameras are large compared to the very short viewing distances to the bottom of the car; and (2) without the assistance of GPS/INS for pose estimation, we need to determine the car's motion by other means, e.g. tracking line features on the car. The proposed ray interpolation approach needs to take these two factors into consideration. 
VII. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents an approach to the fusion of images from many video cameras or a moving video camera with external orientation data into a few mosaiced images with oblique parallel projections. In both cases, a virtual 2D array of cameras with FOV overlaps is formed to generate coverage of the entire scene (or object). The proposed representation provides wide FOV, preserves extensive 3D information, and represents occlusions. This representation can be used as both an advanced video interface for surveillance or a pre-processing step for 3D reconstruction.
We present several practical cases where 2D parallel-projection mosaics can be generated, and discuss related research issues in generating and using the parallel mosaics. In particular, we present a general ray interpolation approach for parallel-projection mosaic generation, and discuss some practical issues in generating the mosaics. A mosaic-based 3D rendering method, almost without any computation, allows very effective 3D rendering of various complicated visual scenes, from forestry scenes to urban scenes, with various viewing ranges. Experimental results are given for three important applications -aerial video surveillance, ground mobile robot navigation, and under vehicle inspection. 
